HARMONIC WARM-UPS
For Choirs and Vocal Groups
By Tijs Krammer
Does this sound familiar? "I'm bored with the warm-ups. We
always sing the same exercises." Yes, many singers regard
warm-ups as a monotonous requirement, a trivial exercise,
or an unnecessary delay before the actual rehearsal starts.
But it doesn't have to be this way! Reinvent your routine
with this innovative approach that leads the way to more
meaningful and diversified warm-ups. This book is filled
with uncomplicated melodies that are quickly learned,
and then turned into multiple-part exercises by singing
in canon or stacked parallels. An exemplary practice that
invites developed groups to focus on higher listening and
ensemble skills. Online access to MP3 demos of every
exercise is included.
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Chapters:
1. Walking: Warm-Ups with Scales
2. Jumping: Warm-Ups with Intervals
3. Stacking: Warm-Ups with Triads
4. Crawling: Warm-Ups with Half and
Whole Steps
5. Old and New: Warm-Ups Using
Existing Melodies

6. Happy and Sad: Warm-Ups Switching
Between Major and Minor
7. Together and Apart: Warm-Ups
Switching Between Unison and
Harmonies
8. Hand in Hand: Warm-Ups with Parallels
9. Taking Turns: Warm-Ups with Arpeggios
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Tijs Krammer has created a fresh and interesting way of utilizing warm-ups
for any vocal ensemble. His harmony-based exercises progress from simple
to complex and offer a wide variety of ways to increase pitch and harmonic
awareness. Whether your choir is at a beginning or more advanced level, these
exercises deserve a closer look!
—Kirby Shaw

Music educator and renowned arranger

This book is a brilliant resource for any choral director who believes that
listening is half of our craft. These exercises are the perfect building blocks
to suit any genre of music and any level of choir. The book is a beautiful tool
for directors and ensembles to grow together! I’m so excited to add it to my
collection of valuable teaching aids.
—Kim Nazarian

The New York Voices

